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Organizations depend on IT project managers to support overall business strategies with clear-cut benefits and advantages. As the bridge between the larger business strategy and the functional project level, project managers are expected to ensure key benefits such as reduced delivery costs, accelerated product-to-market speed, focus on client needs, and improved quality. To accomplish this, the successful IT project manager must have a complete command of a wide range of technologies, processes, techniques, skill sets, tools, and more.
Project Management Nation is the ultimate resource for IT project managers who need quick and easy access to the "what to do" and "how to do it" of project management. It leads readers step by step through each project phase and helps them master the technical, managerial, and leadership skills that every outstanding project manager needs. 

Packed with authoritative advice, state-of-the-art tools, easy-to-use templates, and proven techniques, this get-it-done guide covers everything from project conception, analysis, and planning to execution, control, and implementation. Plus, special sections are devoted to important topics such as understanding and developing project strategy; deciding whether IT project management is the career for you; and the often neglected process of bringing a project to an orderly conclusion. 

IT project management has become one of the most demanding and rewarding professions of the information age. Whether you’re an experienced project manager or new to the profession, Project Management Nation helps you answer every demand with more speed, confidence, and skill. Once you’ve done that, the rewards will take care of themselves. 

About the Author
 JASON "JAY" CHARVAT is a project management consultant and senior manager for RCG Information Technology, Inc., a leader in end-to-end IT professional services, application development, management, and integration of IT solutions for Fortune 500 companies. He is a certified project manager in the cellular, defense, government, pharmaceutical, and telecommunications industries. For more than ten years, Charvat has led development teams to deliver successful IT solutions. He is also an active member of the Project Management Institute and a member of the RCG Presidents Club.
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Wi-Fi Handbook: Building 802.11b Wireless NetworksMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Detailing the design and deployment of 802.11b networks in every flavor and  size, this working handbook delivers the hands-on expertise you need—complete  with illustrative case studies. From one-cell home systems to global provider  networks, Wi-Fi Handbook provides the A-Z facts, details, tips, and  strategies you need to...
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Methods for Mining and Summarizing Text Conversations (Synthesis Lecture on Data Management)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Before the invention of the Internet and the creation of the Web, the vast majority of human
	conversations were in spoken form, with the only notable, but extremely limited, exception being
	epistolary exchanges. Some important spoken conversations, such as criminal trials and political
	debates (e.g., Hansard, the transcripts of...
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Meta-Algorithmics: Patterns for Robust, Low Cost, High Quality SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The confluence of cloud computing, parallelism and advanced machine intelligence approaches has created a world in which the optimum knowledge system will usually be architected from the combination of two or more knowledge-generating systems. There is a need, then, to provide a reusable, broadly-applicable set of design patterns to empower...
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Orthopaedic Key Review ConceptsLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007
Many changes have occurred in recent years to produce an increase in the amount of orthopaedic informationÑ‚Ð�Ð¤information which residents will ultimately see in their conferences, on their in-training examination, and during their boards. Today's residents can access this information from a myriad of sources: the AAOS, the...
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Getting Started with PyparsingO'Reilly, 2008

	Need to extract data from a text file or a

	web page? Or do you want to make your

	application more flexible with user-defined

	commands or search strings? Do

	regular expressions and lex/yacc make

	your eyes blur and your brain hurt?

	Pyparsing could be the solution. Pyparsing

	is a pure-Python class library that

	makes...
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The Photoshop Channels BookPeachpit Press, 2006
Using Photoshop without taking advantage of channels is a bit like attempting to make a fine recording with nothing but a crummy cassette recorder: You can do so, but the results won't be very satisfying. However, if you're new to the world of digital imaging--perhaps because you've just found your way to Photoshop after purchasing your first...
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